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The resemblance between human faces has been shown to be a possible cue in recognizing the relatedness

between parents and children, and more recently, between siblings. However, the general inclusive fitness

theory proposes that kin-selective behaviours are also relevant to more distant relatives, which requires the

detection of larger kinship bonds. We conducted an experiment to explore the use of facial clues by ‘stran-

gers’, i.e. evaluators from a different family, to associate humans of varying degrees of relatedness. We

hypothesized that the visual capacity to detect relatedness should be weaker with lower degrees of related-

ness. We showed that human adults are capable of (although not very efficient at) assessing the relatedness

of unrelated individuals from photographs and that visible facial cues vary according to the degree of

relatedness. This sensitivity exists even for kin pair members that are more than a generation apart and

have never lived together. Collectively, our findings are in agreement with emerging knowledge on the

role played by facial resemblance as a kinship cue. But we have progressed further to show how the capacity

to distinguish between related and non-related pairs applies to situations relevant to indirect fitness.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In human fitness, the predominance of social components

in the environment has selected abilities to infer conspeci-

fics’ intentions (Cosmides & Tooby 1992). Because social

drive is strongly dependent on kinship, it is reasonable to

infer that some ability to detect kin among strangers has

developed in our species, in addition to the general ability

to recognize one’s own kin, which is shared with other

animals (see Waldman 1988 for a review). Indeed, altruis-

tic behaviour towards kin increases an individual’s indir-

ect fitness (Hamilton 1964) on the one hand, and

excluding kin from mate selection avoids the negative

effects of inbreeding (Charlesworth & Charlesworth

1987) on the other. Hence, kin discrimination is an

important mechanism in maximizing inclusive fitness.

Human socioecology and population biology of

hunter-gatherer societies suggest that our ancestors have

been subject both to nepotism and inbreeding depression.

Modern humans provide more assistance to kin than to

non-kin and are more inclined to help close kin than

more distant kin (Essock-Vitale & McGuire 1985;

Burnstein et al. 1994; Kruger 2003; Lahdenpera et al.

2004; Laham et al. 2005; Michalski & Shackelford

2005; Jeon & Buss 2007; Stewart-Williams 2007). More-

over, consanguineous unions have a possible adverse

effect on fertility through an increased rate of miscarriage,

infant mortality and morbidity (Khoury et al. 1987;

Ober et al. 1999, but see Helgason et al.’s 2008 study

that examined the relationship between fertility and

distant relatives).
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The specific behaviours observed in these studies

implicitly demonstrate the existence of kin recognition

in humans, but its mechanisms (see Lieberman et al.

2007 for a recent theoretical model and Lieberman

et al. 2008 for a functional framework) remain poorly

documented. In general, kin recognition depends on the

perception of specific phenotypic traits (made up of rel-

evant cues). Cues may be mediated by any of the usual

sensory modalities (i.e. vision, hearing, olfaction and

touch) used in communication (Wells 1987; Porter

1991) and by kin terminology specific to human language

(Jones 2003). In this regard, humans can recognize kin by

learning through association with co-residents (family

members often live together). In this way, childhood

association serves as a relevant kinship cue (Lieberman

et al. 2003, 2007; Fessler & Navarrete 2004) that

regulates the development of sexual aversion (namely,

the Westermarck effect). However, humans can also

recognize kin directly by ‘phenotypic matching’. This

mechanism operates by comparing the phenotype

(implicit evaluation) of potential social partners with

mental representations of self or template kin members

and by using the resulting information to make a decision

(Sherman et al. 1997). The phenotypic matching and

association mechanisms are not mutually exclusive.

People unquestionably pay attention to familial resem-

blance in appearance, making facial cues a likely

candidate for phenotypic matching (DeBruine et al.

2008). Humans can both categorize their conspecifics by

their faces (especially those of the same gender, age or eth-

nicity) and discriminate among kinship relationships via

facial phenotype. The discrimination of relatedness is per-

formed through an assessment of facial similarities

between individuals, and humans correctly associate sib-

lings with one another (Maloney & Dal Martello 2006;
This journal is q 2009 The Royal Society
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DeBruine et al. 2009), as well as parents with their off-

spring (Nesse et al. 1990; Christenfeld & Hill 1995;

Brédart & French 1999; McLain et al. 2000; Bressan &

Dal Martello 2002; Bressan & Grassi 2004; Oda et al.

2005; Alvergne et al. 2007). What are the advantages

for individuals who can discriminate between people

who are related to each other and those who are not?

One can suggest two potential advantages to explain

this ability. A primary interest, of course, is favouring

discrimination in direct fitness (breeding behaviour, i.e.

mate choice and parental care) and in indirect fitness

(altruistic behaviour). In this way, it could reflect a by-

product of the ability to recognize his or her own kin in

the context of kin selection theories. In humans, facial

resemblance exerts a positive effect on paternal invest-

ment (Burch & Gallup 2000) and cooperation (DeBruine

2002; Platek & Thompson 2007). Sexual attractiveness

is also affected by self-resemblance and is strongly

dependent on evaluator context (gender, hormonal state)

(DeBruine 2004, 2005). A second possibility is that dis-

crimination in kin relationships between other individuals,

especially members of another group, is adaptive, as it may

orient social behaviour. If strangers interact differently

according to their degree of relatedness, it can be beneficial

to know who is related to whom in order to better adapt

one’s behaviour. Being able to better predict other

individuals’ behaviour by knowing not only their needs,

expectations, beliefs (theory of mind principle), but also

their kinship relations can help to resolve or avoid problems

and even modify one’s behaviour. Anticipating hostile alli-

ances, enlisting aid, pacifying conflicts among kin, forming

coalitions, punishing people, obtaining sexual favours . . .
or even trying to flatter someone may be indirectly achieved

by addressing a related individual.

Are visible facial cues limited to parents and siblings,

or can they support inclusive fitness extended to other

kin? There have been no studies on the role that visible

facial cues play as a kinship signature for distant relatives

(r , 0.5), although attention has been paid to kin selection

in distant relatives such as grandparents (Michalski &

Shackelford 2005; Pollet et al. 2007), aunts/uncles

(Gaulin et al. 1997) and cousins (Jeon & Buss 2007;

Stewart-Williams 2007). We hypothesize that humans

can use facial resemblance as a cue of relatedness to dis-

criminate between kin and non-kin individuals, which

facilitates kin selection. We conducted a study that

explored the use of facial cues among individuals with

different degrees of relatedness (close and distant rela-

tives). One relevant objective was to investigate whether

human adults possess perceptual abilities enabling them

to discriminate between kin and non-kin. The second

question is how potential distinct facial cues among

related individuals fluctuate with the degree of kinship,

and possibly with gender. An intuitive reading of inclusive

fitness theory might suggest that an evaluator can compe-

tently discriminate among kin and non-kin and that facial

cues should be weaker—but still exist—between two

individuals related at a lower kinship degree.
2. MATERIAL AND METHODS
(a) Participants

Fifty-nine undergraduate students from Grenoble University

(54 women) participated in the study. The mean age of
Proc. R. Soc. B (2009)
participants was 21.6 years (+s.d. 3.3; range ¼ 18–35).

The students obtained partial credit in an introductory psy-

chology course. The study was performed in accordance

with the Declaration of Helsinki: it was conducted with the

understanding and the written consent of each participant

and was approved by local ethics boards (CNRS and

Grenoble University).

(b) Database and stimuli

The facial database includes 544 pictures of 219 Caucasian

individuals belonging to 32 different families. For each indi-

vidual, we have an average of 2.4 images (+s.d. 1.7; range ¼

1–10). The photos were gathered with the assistance of 32

students (out of 19 500 students attending the university),

who were unknown to the participants and who brought us

family photos of themselves, their siblings, parents and,

ideally, of their grandparents, aunts/uncles and cousins.

There was an average of seven individuals (+s.d. 3.5;

range ¼ 3–18) per family (ESM 1, electronic supplementary

material). We told the 32 students that our study bore on

cranial structure, but we did not tell them about other

determinants of facial features visible on the pictures they

provided. We also neglected to tell them how the features

would be studied, though they knew the study was on

psychology and kinship and gave consent for the anonymous

use of their family pictures. We took these steps in order to

avoid sampling bias (but a complete explanation of the

present study was given after the experiment ended).

Only high-quality photos with clearly visible frontal facial

features were scanned. Full-face images, from chin to hair

and including ears, were cut out in their entirety from the

background scene. Pixel samples from participants’ hair

and skin were taken for colour evaluation, and the average

luminosity of each cut-out face was calculated. The positions

of the two inner corners of the eyes and the tip of the

nose were recorded in order to estimate facial rotation

and orientation. The geometric centre of the image was com-

puted from the pixels’ coordinates. The image was then

rotated around this centre point so that the two corners of

the eyes were horizontal. The image areas and luminosity

were equalized, and the faces were pasted on a uniform

grey background centred with reference to the centre of

each face.

To construct the stimuli, two photos were placed side by

side to make an image measuring 1160 by 580 pixels. We

ended up with a stimulus set of 118 black-and-white image

pairs, of which half showed two related individuals and half

showed two unrelated individuals matched for age (ESM 2,

electronic supplementary material). Our stimulus set was

then further randomly divided into two sets of 60 and 58

stimuli (sets A and B, respectively). In order to keep the

experiment from lasting more than 20 min, each participant

saw only one set (there were 29 judges for set A and 30 for set

B). Thus, the two experiment sets are duplications of each

other. When we constructed the stimuli, double-blind

photo matching was performed in two steps to avoid selec-

tion bias. First, each pair was selected solely on the basis of

an anonymous code (i.e. without the experimenter seeing

any photos) according to the degree of relatedness and the

gender of the individuals who make up the pair. Second,

because each individual’s face might appear in several

photos in the database, the photo of one individual making

up a pair was randomly selected by one experimenter, and

the second was independently and randomly selected by

http://rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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the other experimenter. We were thus able to construct six

different pair categories (ESM 2, electronic supplementary

material) according to the degree of relatedness (the same

individual was labelled ‘Id’, siblings were labelled ‘Sb’,

grandparents/grandchildren ‘Gp–child’, aunt–uncle/

nephews ‘AU–child’, cousins ‘Cs’ and the sixth category

was made up of unrelated individuals). Control subsets

were matched by pair-member genders (FF, FM, MM).

The same individual appeared in both photos of Id pairs,

but each individual only appeared once per set. Thus, we

presented no individual more than once to each participant

(ESM 2 and ESM 3, electronic supplementary material).

Thus, for each of the five categories of relatedness degree,

there was a corresponding control category of unrelated

pairs (same age, same gender).
(c) Procedure

During the experiment, the participant was seated alone in a

quiet room in front of a computer screen. Random series of

stimuli appeared on the screen, using E-PRIME (v. 1.1 SP3;

Psychology Software Tools, Pittsburgh, PA, USA). The

participant’s task was to judge whether or not the two

individuals shown in the stimulus belonged to the same

biological family. Response time for each stimulus was

limited to 20 s, in accordance with Oda et al. (2005). The

response was typed on a computer keyboard. If the judge

responded before the 20 s elapsed, the stimulus displayed

on the screen disappeared and was replaced by the following

one. If the participant did not respond within 20 s, the stimu-

lus was automatically replaced by the following one. Before

each stimulus, a fixation point appeared in the centre of the

screen for 1 s to attract the participant’s attention. The par-

ticipant started by looking at 10 training stimuli and was

given visual feedback on the accuracy of his/her responses.

During the training exercise, 5 of the 10 stimuli showed

related individuals of varying degrees of kinship and the

other five showed unrelated individuals. Then the exper-

imental phase (set A or set B), during which there was no

feedback, began. During this phase, half of the stimuli were

of related individuals, while the other half were of unrelated

individuals. For each stimulus, we recorded both response

time and accuracy.
(d) Statistical analysis

(i) Kin versus non-kin

Our task was analogous to a signal-detection problem (Green &

Swets 1966). The participant was required to detect

random signals (related individuals) embedded in back-

ground noise (unrelated individuals). This arrangement

enabled search performance to be assessed in terms of

detectability and bias measures. Signal-detection estimates

of sensitivity d 0 and A0, as well as likelihood criteria C and

B00d, were used to find out if participants were able to differen-

tiate between kin and non-kin individuals. In our experiment,

the signal (whether absent or present) was the degree of kin-

ship. The estimates of sensitivity were computed based on

‘hits’, defined here as the ‘kin’ response given to kin pairs,

and ‘false alarms’, defined here as the kin response given to

non-kin pairs. We considered the A0 statistic (a non-

parametric version of d 0) and its respective bias B00d to be

more appropriate than d 0 and C because data show some

hit or false alarm rates of 1 or 0 (for comparison, all signal-

detection metrics are shown in ESM 4, electronic
Proc. R. Soc. B (2009)
supplementary material). Likelihood criterion B00d evaluates

the judge’s response strategy. Thus, B00d was 0 when the par-

ticipant had no particular strategy. When the participant

adopted a ‘risk’ strategy, i.e. a tendency to respond that

individuals in a pair are related (more false positives), B00d
was significantly less than 0. On the other hand, when the

participant adopted a ‘security’ strategy (more omissions),

B00d was significantly higher than 0. We used the t-tests to

compare criterion B00d with its reference value (no bias,

B00d ¼ 0) in sets A and B, and then, more specifically, in the

five categories of relatedness degree. We compared signal

detection estimates of sensitivity for each of the five degree-

of-relatedness categories with those of the matched unrelated

control categories (same age, same gender), and significance

was assessed with t-tests.
(ii) Degree of relatedness

The judge’s choice for each stimulus was scored as 0 for inac-

curate kin matching and 1 for accurate kin matching. We also

recorded the response delay for each choice. Indeed, the time

required to decide whether or not the two faces in the pair are

related can show us the amount of difficulty caused by our

experimental conditions. Longer response delays are inter-

preted as longer deliberation times and, therefore, as greater

difficulty experienced by judges over the pair. We used logis-

tic regression and GLM (general linear model) to test

variations in the resemblance to related individuals according

to the recorded variables. The dependent variable was judge’s

choice (binary variable) in logistic regression and judge’s delay

(quantitative variable) in GLM. Because response delays vary

greatly from one participant to the next, we chose to take into

account the response delay for each item divided by the aver-

age response delay of the participant (rather than response

delay only). The independent variables dealing with individ-

ual pairs were the degree of relatedness (Id, Sb, Gp–child,

AU–child and Cs, qualitative factor), pair-gender (female–

female, female–male and male–male, qualitative factor),

pair-age (age difference between the two individuals in each

pair, quantitative factor). All variables are considered as

fixed-effect variables, except for the judge variable, which is

a random-effect variable. Pre-planned contrast analyses

were performed to compare the different categories in each

factor. Statistical analyses were conducted using SAS (SAS

Institute Inc., release v.9.1, 2002–2003).
3. RESULTS
(a) Kin versus non-kin

First, a general bias exits both in set A (B00d ¼ 20.4+0.4;

p , 0.001) and set B (B00d ¼ 20.27+0.4; p , 0.001).

Participants also responded ‘related’ more often than

‘unrelated’ and these biases, rated by B00d metrics, were sig-

nificant (p , 0.01) in all degree-of-relatedness categories

in each set (ESM 4, electronic supplementary material),

except for Cs pairs. In sets A and B, the kinship

pairs were detected significantly more (A0min ¼ 0.65,

p , 0.001) than unrelated pairs, no matter what the relat-

edness category (ESM 4, electronic supplementary

material). Furthermore, response delays in sets A and B

were not shorter in kinship pairs (mean for all

kin ¼ 6.87+4.3 s) than in non-kin pairs (mean for

all non-kin ¼ 6.82+4.4 s, p . 0.8) across all relatedness

categories.

http://rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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Figure 1. Kinship assessment based on the resemblance
between two faces varies according to the degree of related-

ness. Id, Sb and Gp were assessed as kin more often than
by random choices (p , 0.05); Au and Cs were not (p .

0.7), but they were rated differently from non-kin pair
(p , 0.001). Non-kin pairs were significantly detected to

be unrelated (p , 0.001). For each degree of relatedness,
mean observed values with 95 per cent confidence intervals
are shown. The dashed line corresponds to random choices.
Id, the same individual; Sb, siblings; Gp, grandparents/
grandchildren; AU, aunt–uncle/nephews; Cs, cousins.
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(b) Degree of relatedness

Second, we assessed the effects of degree of relatedness,

pair-gender and pair-age on judges’ choices by multiple

logistic regressions with judge as random effect (Proc

Glimmix). The general facial resemblance of two kin indi-

viduals tended to increase with the degree of relatedness

(figure 1). The comparison between Id and all of the

other categories of kinship degree shows that judges

more easily recognize pairs that show the same individual

at different ages than those of any other related individ-

uals (table 1). Contrast comparisons showed that, in

general, participants detect kinship differently depending

on the degree of relatedness (table 1). Analyses con-

ducted on pair-age revealed no effect on judges’ choices,

but the one conducted on pair-gender showed a signifi-

cant main effect (table 1). For the Id pair, the analysis

detected a marginally significant difference (x2 ¼ 3.61,

d.f. ¼ 1, p ¼ 0.057) between the ‘MM’ pairs (correct

choice 76.8% of the time) and the ‘FF’ pairs

(correct choice 67.8% of the time). For the other kinship

degree, when the pair includes a woman, it is easier to

judge whether the individuals are related than in MM

pairs. The discrimination rate is not higher in same-

gender pairs than in opposite-gender pairs (table 1).

Finally, we examined the relationship between pair-age

and judges’ response delay using linear regression (r2 ¼

0.01, F1,1732 ¼ 18.02, p , 0.001). Thus, our measure of

judges’ response delay was the standardized residual of

this linear regression. We assessed the effects of kinship

degree, pair-gender and judge’s choice on judges’

response delay by using GLM with judge as random

effect (Proc Mixed). Judges’ response delay was only influ-

enced by interaction between the degree of relatedness

and judges’ responses (table 1). Response delay also

tends to be shorter for close kin pairs (r ¼ 1 or 0.5) and
Proc. R. Soc. B (2009)
for correct responses. However, among distant kin

(Gp–Child, AU–Child and Cs) pairs, our analysis did

not show any difference in judges’ response delay, no

matter what their responses.
4. DISCUSSION
Humans have been shown to possess visual perceptive

abilities to help them discriminate between kin and

non-kin in situations relevant to direct fitness (parent–

offspring only, see Nesse et al. 1990; Christenfeld & Hill

1995; Brédart & French 1999; McLain et al. 2000;

Bressan & Dal Martello 2002; Bressan & Grassi 2004;

Oda et al. 2005; Alvergne et al. 2007). However, our

results go further in showing how the capacity to dis-

tinguish between related and non-related pairs applies

to situations relevant to indirect fitness when the degree

of relatedness is lower than 1/2. They show how kinship

discrimination varies with the type or degree of related-

ness. Kinship discrimination also applies to kinship

between strangers (i.e. among pairs that are not related

to the observer), an important criterion for anticipating

people’s reactions, a basis of the theory of mind.

Our categorization task (related versus unrelated)

required long processing delays (approx. 7 s), when com-

pared with other facial judgments (e.g. facial recognition,

gender discrimination, facial signs of emotions (Hoss

et al. 2005; Jacques & Rossion 2006)) that require rapid

cognitive processing (approx. 1 s). We can interpret this

as being caused by the greater complexity involved in

determining whether two faces belong to related

individuals.

Among the degrees of relatedness investigated in our

study, two of them, Id and Sb pairs, have already been

studied (Christenfeld & Hill 1995; Maloney & Dal

Martello 2006; DeBruine et al. 2009). Our results are

generally in line with the three previous studies, indicating

that for a kinship degree greater than or equal to 0.5, it is

easy to see that the pairs are related. As the research by

Maloney & Dal Martello (2006), and to a lesser degree

DeBruine et al.’s (2009) study showed, our participants

adopted a ‘risk’ strategy by responding related more

often than unrelated. However, in contrast to the other

studies, our participants had lower success rates. We

can hypothesize that success rates are lower because of

our sampling procedure. Indeed, we asked the student

population to gather family photos, which we scanned

and normalized. Therefore, the quality of the photos

varied, as did the age of individuals in each photo

(ESM 2, electronic supplementary material). A more

thorough standardization may improve the judges’ ability

to discriminate between related and non-related individ-

uals. However, the age variations of our samples are

surely closer to ecological conditions. Surprisingly, our

analyses failed to detect a possible influence of age-pair

on judges’ choices. Age difference has a slight influence

on participant response delays but not on their ability to

detect whether the two individuals within the pair are

related or not. This may reflect the fact that facial features

useful for assessing kinship (i) become more difficult to

perceive when the age difference between two related

individuals increases, but (ii) that these facial cues,

though they evolve with age, are still present throughout

the individual’s lifetime.

http://rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org/


Table 1. Effects of the degree of relatedness, pair-gender and pair-age on judges’ choices and delays. Id, the same individual;

Sb, siblings; Gp, grandparents/grandchildren; AU, aunt–uncle/nephews; Cs, cousins. Odds ratio (OR) is a measure of effect
size. OR . 1, effect more likely in the first category (kin or gender); OR , 1, effect less likely in the first category; OR ¼ 1,
effect equally likely in both category.

model effects

statistics

F d.f. p-value OR

judges’ choice (Glimmix) degree of relatedness 15.27 4,1674 ,0.0001
Id versus other kin 31.42 1,1674 ,0.0001

Id versus Sb 3.56 1,1674 0.059 1.37
Sb versus Gp 6.27 1,1674 0.012 1.48
Gp versus Au 5.18 1,1674 0.023 1.43
Au versus Cs 0.10 1,1674 0.751 1.05

pair-gender 11.03 2,1674 ,0.0001

FF versus MMa 9.76 1,939 0.001 1.65
FF versus FMa 5.57 1,939 0.018 1.44
MM versus FMa 0.72 1,939 0.39 0.87
FFþMM versus FMa 0.78 1,939 0.37 1.26

pair-age 2.83 1,1674 0.09

judges’ delay (mixed) degree of relatedness (DR) 1.12 4,1720 0.34
pair-gender 0.13 2,1720 0.87
judges’ choice (JC) 3.33 1,1720 0.068
DR � JC 4.01 4,1720 0.003

aBecause the Id pair increases the likelihood of answering related more than other pairs do, it is quite possible that the pair is biasing the
pair-gender comparisons. We therefore conducted a new logistic regression, by eliminating the Id pair, to perform contrast analyses. In the
new analysis, pair-gender still had a significant influence on judges’ choices (F2,939 ¼ 5.25, p ¼ 0.005).
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(a) Ability among kin

Our study is the first to examine the general progress of

facial cues with kinship degree and shows that humans

can detect relatedness between siblings (r ¼ 1/2), and

even between grandparents and grandchildren (r ¼ 1/4),

i.e. between individuals who are related but two gener-

ations apart. The task, however, appears difficult for

relatives who are no less distant (r ¼ 1/4), but who are

less directly linked (uncles or aunts with nephews and

nieces: an explanation is provided in the following) or

those who are more genetically distant (cousins; r ¼

1/8). Nevertheless, two observations can be made. First,

Cs and AU–child pairs were treated differently from

non-kin pairs. Indeed, while Cs and AU–child pair

responses were not found to differ significantly from

random choices, non-kin pairs were largely found to be

unrelated (figure 1). Moreover, when we compare a cate-

gory of aunt–uncle/nephew pairs or cousin pairs with

unrelated individual pairs sharing the same characteristics

(same age, same gender), participants are able to identify

the kinship pair (ESM 4, electronic supplementary

material). Second, this study is built on an experimental

paradigm using static, two-dimensional facial images,

and we can therefore assume that the capacity to perceive

that individuals are related should be even greater under

more ecological conditions (moving faces, various facial

expressions). Furthermore, from the judges’ point of view,

the facial images were all of strangers (i.e. non-kin) and of

people with whom they could not have interacted, aside

from the 20 s of exposure during the experiment.
(b) Facial resemblance plasticity

Facial features are to a large degree the result of the inter-

action between genetic and environmental factors. The

plasticity of facial resemblance among related individuals
Proc. R. Soc. B (2009)
may therefore depend on these different cues. At birth,

the greatest amount of facial resemblance can be attribu-

ted to innate, genetic signals, which increase the

likelihood that neonates will be associated with their

parents (Porter et al. 1984; Mclain et al. 2000; Alvergne

et al. 2007). Later on, when individuals share the same

environment, an additional explanation can also be

weighed. Consider, for instance, that two siblings eating

carotenoids and living in the same surroundings for a

set period of time will easily be identified as being related,

because they share the same complexion, and not necess-

arily based solely on genetic kinship cues. Such a

phenomenon of ‘phenotypic convergence’ of facial fea-

tures among cohabiting individuals was demonstrated

between humans in the same couple (Zajonc et al.

1987). Thus, as time passes after birth, the genetic and

phenotypic convergence mechanisms mix and combine

to develop facial resemblance between two individuals.

The differences between judges’ assessments of

Gp–child, AU–child and Cs stimulus pairs and those

of non-kin pairs highlights the possibility of associating

individuals who have not necessarily lived together. In Sb

pairs, the high score of kinship attribution may be due

to both factors. If we look at the Id category, in which

only the environment changes during the individual’s life-

time, we can see that the pairs are not systematically

recognized (figure 1) and that there is a difference in

kinship assessment between male (77%) and female

pairs (68%). The result contrasts with that of other kinship

categories, in which kinship assessment is easier when the

pair includes at least one woman (FF . FM . MM).

One can suggest two hypotheses to explain kinship assess-

ment made according to gender. One possible

explanation would be that human males’ facial features

are more affected by their environment (permanent

scars, for example). Such phenotypic individual features

http://rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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are more abundant and distinct in males and therefore

allow judges to associate faces in the IdM pairs and to

differentiate faces in other MM pairs. Women’s facial

features, conversely, would be less affected by their

environment (or be less visible in day-to-day life thanks

to facial-care products), which means that they may

better reveal genetic kinship signatures (less ‘epigenetic

noise’). Thus, women are more easily associated with

related individuals, no matter what the qualitative kinship

degree. The data are in line with previous studies, which

show that children’s faces generally resemble their

mothers’ more than their fathers’ (Mclain et al. 2000;

Oda et al. 2005), with a differential resemblance with one

or the other parent depending on the age and gender of

the child (Alvergne et al. 2007). It is of course speculative

to say that men’s facial features are in general more affected

by their environment than women’s; the reasons behind

and the workings of differing kinship assessment of male,

female and opposite-gender pairs are matters for future

research. The second explanation is own-sex bias (Lewin

& Herlitz 2002), combined with our study population

(92% female participants). Women seem to better identify,

recognize and categorize female faces (Slone et al. 2000;

Lewin & Herlitz 2002). The skills required for these

tasks could be applied in our paradigm and may help to

explain the better FF kin detection.

Our results show a differential assessment of kinship

between Gp–child and AU–child categories, although

the degrees of kinship of grandparents/grandchildren on

the one hand, aunts and uncles/nephews and nieces on

the other hand, are both 0.25, on average. In most

societies (both hunter-gatherer and modern), it seems

that more care is given to children by their grandparents

than by their aunts and uncles (see Sear & Mace 2008

for a review). The care leads to more time spent together

and therefore to more visual contact in Gp–child pairs

than in AU–child pairs. For this reason, if phenotypic

convergence exists (through ordinary environmental

influence or imitation), it is more likely to be in Gp–

child pairs than in AU–child pairs. The effect may be

enhanced by imprinting-mate choice (Bereczkei et al.

2002, 2004, 2008): when a woman or man chooses a

mate who resembles her father or his mother, their chil-

dren are more likely to look like the parent (and therefore

the grandparent) than the siblings (and therefore the

aunt/uncle).

However, another hypothesis rests on three genetic

principles that lead us to conclude that Gp–child and

AU–child pairs do not possess the same ‘qualitative’

degree of kinship. The first principle arises when calculat-

ing the kinship degree ‘forward’ from parent to offspring

and reflects the random nature of meiotic segregation.

Because there are two generational steps between individ-

uals in Gp–child pairs and three in AU–child pairs, the

latter are more subjected to genetic drift. The second

principle arises when calculating ‘backward’ from off-

spring to parent and reflects uncertainty about whether

a randomly chosen allele entered a zygote in an egg or

sperm (Haig 2000). The classical theory of inclusive

fitness implicitly assumes that a gene’s expression is

unaffected by its parental origin, but this assumption

is now known to be violated in cases of genomic imprint-

ing (Efstratiadis 1994). By applying the principle of

kinship theory of genomic imprinting to our research, a
Proc. R. Soc. B (2009)
paternal grandmother (GMp) has a kinship degree of

0.25 (rGMp ¼
1
2

* 1
2
) with her grandchild and a paternal

uncle (Up) has a kinship degree of 0.25 (rUp ¼ (1/2 * 1/

2 * 1/2)GMpþ(1/2 * 1/2 * 1/2)GPp, with GPp representing

the link via the paternal grandfather), but the two kinship

degrees are certainly not equivalent from a qualitative

point of view. Fragmentation in the combined pools of

genes is more likely to break up a ‘Gestalt’ of familiarity

in faces. The third principle arises when we consider

the paternity certainty hypothesis (Smith 1988). Because

the vertical links through fathers are less certain than the

links through mothers, the number of uncertain links

between distant kin members should also be affected.

From this point of view, if pc stands for paternity cer-

tainty, GMp will have a kinship degree of rGMp ¼ 1/4pc

with her grandchild, whereas Up will have a kinship

degree of rUp ¼ 1/8 þ 1/8pc
3 with his niece or nephew.

Thus, the effects of environmental and genetic factors

can help to explain the differential kinship assessment of

facial resemblance in Gp–child and AU–child pairs

observed in our findings. Differentiating the impact of

each of these two hypotheses (an environmental hypoth-

esis and a genetic hypothesis with three principles) on

facial resemblance remains an area for further study.

In conclusion, this experiment confirms the workings

of the important mechanisms required for human inclus-

ive fitness theory and included in the theory of mind. We

show that humans are capable of determining whether or

not two strangers are indirectly related. The findings are

in agreement with emerging knowledge on the role

played by facial features as a kinship cue. Furthermore,

this research highlights the dependence of facial cue

assessment on various kinship degrees and gender. The

study is the first to show that humans are capable of

identifying which individuals are related, even in cases

when they are more than a generation apart and have

presumably not lived together.
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